BD Insyte™ Autoguard™ BC
SHIELDED IV CATHETER WITH BLOOD CONTROL TECHNOLOGY

Tips for Success

Blood Return Visualization

Initial visualization along catheter (20 G - 24 G)
Secondary flash in flash chamber
Blood will fill up to the septum after the needle is no longer in the lumen of the catheter

Secure Connection

Make sure all connections are securely attached and tightened down to ensure the blood control septum is open
Partial connection - septum NOT FULLY opened
Secure connection - septum IS FULLY opened
Firmly push and turn completely to connect

Blood Collection

> Luer locking devices are preferred
> Drawing via an extension allows you control of blood flow
> If dripping blood into the collection tube, a male Luer must be connected and then disconnected in order to open the fluid path and allow blood flow (once a male Luer has been inserted, the one-time valve is open)

Consult product insert for complete instructions, warnings and cautions.